GAS-light

January 2021

Welcome to this fifth edition of GAS-light, the Guildford Astronomical Society newsletter
aimed at keeping us linked together as a society during COVID lockdown and its aftermath.
Firstly a Happy New Year to you all … we can only hope that proper consistent social
management, a nationwide instinct to think and care about other people and the prompt,
successful and widespread roll-out of vaccine will make 2021 profoundly safer and more
upbeat.
Our previous edition was in August and I have been waiting for sufficient content before
creating this one. Thankfully, some all-too-brief gaps in the clouds and other photoopportunities (not least around the “Great Conjunction”) have elicited a flurry of pictures from
members old and new so this edition is pre-dominantly pictorial.
Please feel free to contribute text or images to future editions so we can keep this up (and see
the footnote below 1). Don’t feel shy or diffident – I’ll happily accept (almost) anything that
might be interest to GAS members and my editing pencil is blunt and rarely used.
Meanwhile, continue to keep safe, wear your masks as appropriate, look up, “clear skies” and
Carpe Noctem.
Nick Tanton (editor)

1

Three simple rules – politeness, acknowledge all references & any copyright and no politics. Oh and, like
the Spanish Inquisition, there’s a fourth - the editor’s decision is final.
Please send text as Word documents and images as .jpg or .tiff to the editor at
nick.tanton@btinternet.com
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Comet C/2020 F3 (NEOWISE)
As you’ll remember, C/2020 F3 (NEOWISE) was naked-eye visible in July and our last edition
featured a number of pictures of it taken by GAS members.
I’m sorry to say that I inadvertently omitted a contribution from Jonathan Clark. Mea culpa …
my sincere apologies to Jonathan,.

Jonathan Clark … nr. Bracknell
From a stack of 2 x 5s and 3 x 2s mono exposures using L/IR/UV filter
Trius 694 Starlight Xpress camera, Celestron Edge HD 9.25, Avalon M-Uno mount
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Then Tim Ellison has done a bit more work on one of his pictures of C/2020 F3 (NEOWISE).

Tim Ellison … Frimley, 17/07/2020
Canon EOS 77D, ISO800, f/4, fl 76mm(70--300 L series), 10s, Star Adventurer mount
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Messier 33 (with a slight surprise)
When concentrating on a particular part of the sky though an eyepiece it’s very easy to miss
other small details. When you’re taking photos those details can become clear.
Martin Baker took this image of The Triangulum Galaxy M33 in RGB and on inspection found a
very small galactic object lurking in his image.
That very small spiral galaxy (ringed) has the memorable designation 2MASS J01350881
+3102189.

Martin Baker … Sandhurst
RGB 60x30s each RGB, QHY163M on FLT98, Stellardrive NEQ6 mount
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The Bubble Nebula NGC7635 and M52
Martin also took this image of The Bubble Nebula NGC7635 and Messier 52 during September
and early October. Taken in narrow band (Ha, Olll and Sll ) it combines a total of 11 and a half
hours of data.
Patience is a (necessary) virtue in any astronomer … Martin’s image demonstrates the
rewards.

Martin Baker … Sandhurst
6 minute subs, 26x Ha, 40x Olll and 40x Sll, QHY163M on FLT98, Stellardrive NEQ6 mount
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Mars
Glenn Bates took these images of Mars in late October and early November.

Little known fact
The Anglo-Saxon word ‘tungelwitegan’ 2 translates into ‘astronomers’. According to
Wiktionary, “tungel” comes from Proto-Germanic *tunglą (“heavenly body, star, orb”), from
Proto-Indo-European *denǵʰ- (“to shine”). It is cognate with Old High German *zungal, Old
Saxon tungal, Old Norse tungl (Swedish tungel (“moon”)).

2

https://aclerkofoxford.blogspot.com/2015/01/a-easternan-tungelwitegan-gesawonniwne.html?fbclid=IwAR0IF-dvIH24_CnGRMOJw6o9ytBZNe6YVVPRybKmC0owjvpg1wJom21zXM4
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The Moon, Saturn and Jupiter
“The Great Conjunction” of Jupiter and Saturn on the 21st December was, for most of us,
obscured with thick cloud but there were opportunities in the late afternoon on the days
before and after to see them close together.
On the 17th the new Moon was close to S & J and some of us managed to capture the view (in
the gaps between low-altitude scud with the simplest of equipment.
Given the variability of the weather, the altitude of the two planets at sunset and the short
window of time before they also set, this was a nice example of where sometimes
“opportunistic” astronomy provides the only chance you’ll have (in this instance for a
considerable while). Simple kit used in a stolen moment.

Sue Tanton … Ranmore Common, 17/12/2020 @ 17.53
Panasonic Lumix DC-TZ90, ISO3200, f/5.6, fl 41mm, 1/13s, handheld
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Nick Tanton … Ranmore Common, 17/12/2020 @ 17.05
Canon PowerShot G7X Mk II, ISO4000, f/2.8, fl 37mm, 1/50s, handheld

Tim Ellison … Frimley, 17/12/2020 @ 16.43
Canon EOS77D, ISO1600, f/4.6, fl 112mm, 1/64s, handheld
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Tim Ellison … Frimley, 17/12/2020 @ 16.41
Canon EOS77D, ISO3200, f/6.3, fl 600mm, 1/40s, Star Adventurer mount
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Tim Ellison … Frimley, 17/12/2020 @ 16.37
Canon EOS77D, ISO800, f/6.3, fl 600mm, 1/83s, Star Adventurer mount
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Glenn Bates …Milton Keynes, 17/12/2020 @ 18.28
Canon EOS 6D, ISO3200, f/4, fl 200mm, 1/2s
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The day before the conjunction the weather was much better and Saturn and Jupiter were
much closer …

Nick Tanton … Holmwood, 20/12/2020 @ 17.00
Canon PowerShot G7X Mk II, ISO6400, f/3.2, fl 37mm, 1/200s, handheld
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Meanwhile on that day Glenn Bates and Pam Noon were at Earlsfield Lakes in Redhill with an
Intes MK67 Maksutov-Cassegrain ‘scope, images from which make up this annotated stacked
composite.
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Glenn has also beautifully illustrated the progress of the conjunction over the month.

Meanwhile at z=0

Gordon Joy has been preparing the ground for his observatory 30/11/2020
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GAS and Social Media
Facebook (as also other “social media”) is understandably not everyone’s cup-of-tea but GAS
does have a presence on Facebook so if you are an FB user check us out.
This and previous editions of GAS Light are available on the GAS website under the Resources
tab

Astronomical Societies and COVID
The Federation of Astronomical Societies (FAS) is holding a webinar on the impact and
implications of COVID on amateur astronomy societies, outreach etc. on Saturday 9th January.
On the same theme the Royal Astronomical Society is holding a webinar on Thursday 14th
January.
GAS members will be participating in both of these discussions and we will make sure that key
lessons or strategies learnt are shared with the wider GAS community.

Feedback
I hope you’re enjoying reading GAS Light - your candid comments, constructive feedback,
suggestions and, especially, contributions will be greatly appreciated.
Please step forward to contribute and don’t be shy – a paragraph or two will always be
gratefully welcomed - it doesn’t have to be polished prose. This’ll help ensure that the
content covers a wide range of astronomical topics and so reflect the interests of you all.
The sooner I have sufficient new copy the sooner I’ll produce the next edition of GAS Light …
so bring it on !

Nick Tanton - editor
President of GAS
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